
Chapter X

APPROXIMATE CALCULATIONS

Sec. 1. Operations on Approximate Numbers

1. Absolute error. The absolute error of an approximate number a which
replaces the exact number A is the absolute value of the difference between
them. The number A, which satisfies the inequality

is called the limiting absolute error. The exact number A is located within
the limits a A^/l^a+ A or, more briefly, A=a A

2. Relative error. By the relative error of an approximate number a

replacing an exact number A (A > 0) we understand the ratio of the absolute
error of the number a to the exact number A. The number 6, which satisfies

the inequality

\*-l ^*
A -, (2)

is called the limiting relative error of the approximate number a. Since in

actual practice A^a, we often take the number 6 = for the limiting

relative error.

3. Number of correct decimals. We say that a positive approximate
number a written in the form of a decimal expansion has n correct decimal

places in a narrow sense if the absolute error of this number does not exceed
one half unit of the nth decimal place. In this case, when n > \ we can

take, for the limiting relative error, the number

1 / 1

where k is the first significant digit of the number a. And conversely, if it

I
/

i
\-i

is known that 6^ , . . ,
. 77: ) , then the number a has n correct decimal

2(k-\- 1) \10/
places in the narrow meaning of the word. In particular, the number a

1 / 1 \
w

definitely has n correct decimals in the narrow meaning if ^
"if I To)

If the absolute error of an approximate number a does not exceed a

unit of the last decimal
place (such, for example, are numbers resulting

from measurements made to a definite accuracy), then it is said that all

decimal places of this approximate number are correct in a broad sense. If

there is a larger number of significant digits in the approximate number,
the latter (if it is the final result of calculations) is ordinarily rounded off

so that all the remaining digits are correct in the narrow or broad sense.
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Henceforth, we shall assume that all digits in the initial data are

correct (if not otherwise stated) in the narrow sense. The results of inter-

mediate calculations may contain one or two reserve digits.
We note that the examples of this section are, as a rule, the results of

final calculations, and for this reason the answers to them are given as

approximate numbers with only correct decimals.
4. Addition and subtraction of approximate numbers. The limiting ab-

solute error ot an algebraic sum of several numbers is equal to the sum of

the limiting absolute errors of these numbers. Therefore, in order to have,
in the sum of a small number of approximate numbers (all decimal places
of which are correct), only correct digits (at least in the broad sense), all

summands should be put into the form of that summand which has the

smallest number of decimal places, and in each summand a reserve digit
should be retained. Then add the resulting numbers as exact numbers, and
round off the sum by one decimal place

If we have to add approximate numbers that have not been rounded off,

they should be rounded off and one or two reserve digits should be retained.

Then be guided by the foregoing rule of addition while retaining the appro-
priate extra digits in the sum up to the end of the calculations.

Example 1. 215.21 -f- 14.182 -f 21 .4-215.2(1) + 14.1(8)4-21 4-= 250.8.

The relative error of a sum of positive terms lies between the least and

greatest relative errors of these terms.

The relative error of a difference is not amenable to simple counting.
Particularly unfavourable in this sense is the difference of two close numbers.

Example 2. In subtracting the approximate numbers 6 135 and 6.131 to

four correct decimal places, we get the difference 004. The limiting relative

.J.
0.001 + 1 0/XM

j

error is 6= , t
.. . =-= 0.25. Hence, not one of the decimals

0.004 4

of the difference is correct. Therefore, it is always advisable to avoid

subtracting close approximate numbers and to transform the given expression,
if need be, so that this undesirable operation is omitted.

5. Multiplication and division of approximate numbers. The limiting
relative error of a product and a quotient of approximate numbers is equal
lo the sum of the limiting relative errors of these numbers Proceeding from
Ihis and applying the rule for the number of correct decimals (3), we retain

in the answer only a definite number of decimals

Example 3. The product of the approximate numbers 25.3-4.12=104.236.

Assuming that all decimals of the factors are correct, we find that the

limiting relative error of the product is

6=
^0.01 +^0.01=^0.003.

Whence the number of correct decimals of the product is three and the

result, if it is final, should be written as follows: 25.3-4 12=104, or more

correctly, 25 3-4.12= 104 2 0.3.

6. Powers and roots of approximate numbers. The limiting relative error

of the mth power of an approximate number a is equal to the m-fold limiting
relative error of this number

The limiting relative error of the mth root of an approximate number a

Is the th part of the limiting relative error of the number a.

7. Calculating the error of the result of various operations on approxi-
mate numbers. If Aalf ... , Aa,, are the limiting absolute errors of the appro-
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xitnate numbers a
t , . . . , an , then the limiting absolute error AS of the resuU

S = /(at, ..., an )

may be evaluated approximately from the formula

,**-
*Ji/r

The limiting relative error S is then equal to

".++
Example 4. Evaluate S = ln (10.3+ V^4. 4 ); the approximate numbers

10.3 and 4.4 are correct to one decimal place.
Solution. Let us first compute the limiting absolute error AS in the

general form: S = ln (a+ V
r
~b), AS= Aa

1 A& \

^TT;
We have

Aa=A6=i=2Q; 1^4.4 = 2.0976...; we leave 2.1, since the relative error of

the approximate number y is equal to ^ =- -r= ^ ; the absolute error

is then equal to ^SOTT^JQ
' we can be sure f tne first decimal place. Hence,

20 "2"

Thus, two decimal places will be correct.

Now let us do the calculations with one reserve decimal:

0005U - UUi> '

log (10.3+ |/4 4) =5= log 12 4-1.093, In (10 3+ V 4.4)=^ 1.093-2.303 = 2.517.
And we pet the answer: 2 52

8. Establishing admissible errors of approximate numbers for a given
error in the result of operations on them. Applying the formulas of 7 for

the quantities AS or 6S given us and considering all particular differentials

U-M Ac* or the quantities \-~- equal, we calculate the admissible
\dak \

* M
\dak \f\

absolute errors Aa lt ... , Aa^, ... o the approximate numbers a
t , . .. ,an , ...

that enter into the operations (the principle of equal effects).

It should be pointed out that sometimes when calculating the admissible
errors of the arguments of a function it is not advantageous to use the

principle of equal effects, since the latter may make demands that are

practically unfulfilable In these cases it is advisable to make a reasonable

redistribution of errors (if this is possible) so that the overall total error does
not exceed a specified quantity. Thus, strictly speaking, the problem thus

posed is indeterminate.

Example 5. The volume of a "cylindrical segment", that is, *a solid cut
off a circular cylinder by a plane passing through the diameter of the base

(equal to 2R) at an angle a to the base, is computed from the formula
2

V =~ R* tan a. To what degree of accuracy should we measure the radius
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#=s:60 cm and the angle of inclination a so that the volume of the cylindrical

segment is found to an accuracy up to 1%?
Solution. If AV, A/? and Aa are the limiting absolute errors of the

quantities V, R and a, then the limiting relative error of the volume V that

we are calculating is

* 3A/? 2Act 1

R "Nn^a 100"

... 3A 1 . 2Aa 1

We assume -^ <m and_ <- . Whence

60 cm
f-- =1 mm;

sin 2a

Thus, we ensure the desired accuracy in the answer to 1% if we measure
Ihe radius to 1 mm and the angle of inclination a to 9'.

3108. Measurements yielded the following approximate numbers
that are correct in the broad meaning to the number of decimal

places indicated:

a) 1207'14"; b) 38.5 cm; c) 62.215 kg.

Compute their absolute and relative errors.

3109. Compute the absolute and relative errors of the follow-

ing approximate numbers which are correct in the narrow sense
to the decimal places indicated:

a) 241.7; b) 0.035; c) 3.14.

3110. Determine the number of correct (in the narrow sense)
decimals and write the approximate numbers:

a) 48.361 for an accuracy of 1%;
b) 14.9360 for. an accuracy of l%\
c) 592.8 for an accuracy of 2%.
3111. Add the approximate numbers, which are correct to the

indicated decimals:

a) 25.386 + 0.49 + 3.10 + 0.5;

b) 1.2-10
2 + 41.72 + 0.09;

c) 38.1+2.0 + 3.124.

3112. Subtract the approximate numbers, which are correct

to the indicated decimals:

a) 148.1-63.871; b) 29.7211.25; c) 34.22-34.21.
3113*. Find the difference of the areas of two squares whose

measured sides are 15.28 cm and 15.22 cm (accurate to 0.05 mm).
3114. Find the product of the approximate numbers, which

are correct to the indicated decimals:

a) 3.49-8.6; b) 25.1-1.743; c) 0.02-16.5. Indicate the possible
limits of the results.
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3115. The sides of a rectangle are 4.02 and 4.96 m (accurate
to 1 cm). Compute the area of the rectangle.

3116. Find the quotient of the approximate numbers, which
are correct to the indicated decimals:

a) 5.684 : 5.032; b) 0.144 : 1.2; c) 216:4.

3117. The legs of a right triangle are 12.10 cm and 25.21 cm
(accurate to 0.01 cm). Compute the tangent of the angle opposite
the first leg.

3118. Compute the indicated powers of the approximate
numbers (the bases are correct to the indicated decimals):

a) 0.4158'; b) 65.2'; c) 1.5
2

.

3119. The side of a square is 45.3 cm (accurate to 1 mm).
Find the area.

3120. Compute the values of the roots (the radicands are
correct to the indicated decimals):

a) 1/27715; b) j/65^2 ; c) KsTT.

3121. The radii of the bases and the generatrix of a truncated
cone are # = 23.64 cm 0.01 cm; r= 17.31 cm 0.01 cm; / =
= 10.21 cm 0.01 cm; ji = 3.14. Use these data to compute the

total surface of the truncated cone. Evaluate the absolute and
relative errors of the result.

3122. The hypotenuse of a right triangle is 15.4 cm 0.1 cm;
one of the legs is 6.8 cm 0.1 cm. To what degree of accuracy
can we determine the second leg and the adjacent acute angle?
Find their values.

3123. Calculate the specific weight of aluminium if an alumin-
ium cylinder of diameter 2 cm and altitude 11 cm weighs
93.4 gm. The relative error in measuring the lengths is 0.01,
while the relative error in weighing is 0.001.

3124. Compute the current if the electromotive force is equal
to 221 volts 1 volt and the resistance is 809 ohms 1 ohm.

3125. The period of oscillation of a pendulum of length / is

equal to

where g is the acceleration of gravity. To what degree of accuracy
do we have to measure the length of the pendulum, whose period
is close to 2 sec, in order to obtain its oscillation period with a

relative error of 0.5%? How accurate must the numbers n and g
be taken?

3126. It is required to measure, to within 1%, the lateral

surface of a truncated cone whose base radii are 2 m and 1 m,
and the generatrix is 5 m (approximately). To what degree of
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accuracy do we have to measure the radii and the generatrix and
to how many decimal places do we have to take the number n?

3127. To determine Young's modulus for the bending of a

rod of rectangular cross-section we use the formula

P 1 flL* ~~
4

'

d*bs
'

where / is the rod length, b and d are the basis and altitude ol

the cross-section of the rod, s is the sag, and P the load. To
what degree of accuracy do we have to measure the length / and
the sag s so that the error E should not exceed 5.5%, provided
that the load P is known to 0.1%, and the quantities d and 6

are known to an accuracy of 1%, /50 cm, s2.5 cm?

Sec. 2. Interpolation of Functions

1. Newton's interpolation formula. Let * , xlt . ... xn be the tabular val-

ues of an argument, the difference of which h Ax; (Ax/ = *,-+, x/; i = 0,l t

..., n 1) is constant (table interval) and # , ylt ., yn are the correspond-
ing values of the function y Then the value of the function y for an inter-

mediate value of the argument x is approximately given by Newton's inter-

polation formula

where o= "7 and A# = #, # , A 2
t/
= A#, A# , ... are successive finite

diilerences of the function y. \\hen x= x/ U 0, 1, ..., n), the polynomial
(1) takes on, accordingly, the tabular values y { (/

= 0, 1, . ., n). As partic-
ular cases of Newton's formula we obtain: for n=l, linear interpotation;
for /i 2, quadratic interpolation. To simplify the use of Newton's formula,
it is advisab'ie first to set up a table of finite differences.

If y= f (x) is a polynomial of degree n, then

&n
y. = const and A" +1

f//=^0

and, hence, formula (1) is exact
In the general case, if / (x) has a continuous derivative f

ln + l}
(x\ on the

interval [a, b], which includes the points *
,
x

lt ..., xn and x, then the error
of formula (1) is

where | is some intermediate value between *;(/
=

(), I, ..., n) and x. For
practical use, the following approximate formula is more convenient:
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If the number n may be any number, then it is best to choose it so that
the difference A" + 1

{/
^0 within the limits of the given accuracy; in other

words, the differences Aw
# should be constant to within the given places of

decimals

Example 1. Find sin 2615' using the tabular data sin 26 = 0,43837,
sin 27 -0.45399, sin 28 -0.46947.

Solution. We set up the table

Here, /i= 60', q--

26 15' 26

60'
_!_

4
'

have
Applying formula (1) and using the first horizontal line of the table, we

sin 2615' = 0.43837 + 0.01562 +
2

(0.00014) = 0.44229.

Let us evaluate the error R 2 Using formula (2) and taking into account

that if */ sun, then |*/
(/l
'|*^l, we will have:

Thus, all the decimals of sin 2615' are correct.

Using Newton's formula, it is alsc possible, from a given intermediate
value of the function //, to find the corresponding value of the argument x

(inverse interpolation). To do this, first determine the corresponding value q
by the method of successive approximation, putting

and

?C'H
2!

(i-O, 1, 2, ...).

n\

Here, for q we take the common value (to the given accuracy!) of two sue*

cessive approximations q
(m}

<;<

m + l

>. Whence x = jt -{-<//!.

Example 2. Using the table

approximate the root of the equation smhx
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Solution. Taking y = 4.457, we have

a,_5-4.457 0.543~
1.009 ^i.oog

5 =0.538;

0.565-0.435 0.220

= 0.538+ 0.027 = 0.565;

:0, 538 + 0. 027 = 0. 565.
2 1.009

We can thus take

*= 2. 2+ 0. 565- 0.2 = 2. 2 + 0. 113= 2. 313.

2. Lagrange's interpolation formula. In the general case, a polynomial of

degree n, which for *=*/ takes on given values yf (/
= 0, 1, .... n), is given

by the Lagrange interpolation formula

__ (x *!> (x x2) . . . (x xn ) (x XQ) (x *2) . . . (x xn)

'

*o) (* *,). . .(X Xk^) (X
' "

' ' ' ^

3128. Given a table of the values of x and y:

Set up a table of the finite differences of the function y.
3129. Set lip a table of differences of the function y = x*

5jc
f + JC 1 for the values *=1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11. Make sure that

all the finite differences of order 3 are equal.
3130*. Utilizing the constancy of fourth-order differences, set

up a table of differences of the function y= x* 10*' +2** + 3jt

for integral values of x lying in the range l^jt^lO.
3131. Given the table

log 1=0.000,

log 2 -0.301,

log 3= 0.477,

log 4 = 0.602,

log 5 = 0.699.

Use linear interpolation to compute the numbers: log 1.7, Iog2.5,
log 3.1, and log 4.6.
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3132. Given the table

sin 10 = 0.1736, sin 13 = 0.2250,
sin 11 = 0.1908, sin 14 = 0.2419,
sin 12 = 0.2079, sin 15 = 0.2588.

Fill in the table by computing (with Newton's formula, for = 2)

the values of the sine every half degree.
3133. Form Newton's interpolation polynomial for a function

represented by the table

3134*. Form Newton's interpolation polynomial for a function

represented by the table

Find y for x = 5. 5. For what x will y=
3135. A function is given by the table

Form Lagrange's interpolation polynomial and find the value of

y for JC = 0.

3136. Experiment has yielded the contraction of a spring (x mm)
as a function of the load (P kg) carried by the spring:

Find the load that yields a contraction of the spring by 14 mm.
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3137. Given a table of the quantities x and y

Compute the values of y for x= 0.5 and for x 2: a) by means
of linear interpolation; b) by Lagrange's formula.

Sec. 3. Computing the Real Roots of Equations

1. Establishing initial approximations of roots. The approximation of the

roots of a given equation
/(*)=0 (i)

consists of two stages: 1) separating the roots, that is, establishing the inter-

vals (as small as possible) within which lies one and only one root of equa-
tion (1); 2) computing the roots to a given degree of accuracy

If a function /(A) is defined and continuous on an interval [a, b] and

/(a)./(6)<0, then on [a, b] there is at least one root of equation (1).

This root will definitely be the only one if /' (x) > or /' (x) < when
a<x<b.

In approximating the root it is advisable to use millimetre paper and
construct a graph of the function y = f(x). The abscissas of the points of

intersection of the graph with the x-axis are the rools of the equation /(x) = 0.

It is sometimes convenient to replace the given equation with an equivalent
equation (p (#) if (A). Then the roots of the equation are found as the abs-

cissas of points of intersection of the graohs y = q)(x) and y ty (x).

2. The rule of proportionate parts (chord method). If on an interval [a, b]

there is a unique root of the equation f (A) = O, where the function f (x)
is continuous on [a, b], then by replacing the curve y f(x) by a chord

passing through the points [a, f (a)] and [b, f (b)], we obtain the first

approximation
4

of the root

t /~\

(2)

To obtain a second approximation c2 , we apply formula (2) to that one of

the intervals [a, c,] or [c,, b] at the ends of which the function f (x) has
values of opposite sign. The succeeding approximations are constructed in the
same manner. The sequence of numbers cn (n=l, 2, . . .) converges to the

root , that is,

Generally speaking, we should continue to calculate the approximations c,,

c2 , . . ., until the decimals retained in the answer cease to change (in accord
with the specified degree of accuracy!); for intermediate calculations, take
one or two reserve decimals This is a general remark.

If the function / (x) has a nonzero continuous derivative /' (x) on the
interval [a, b], then to evaluate the absolute error of the approximate root
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c
rt , we can make use of the formula

where u= min (/' (x) |.

a < x < b

3. Newton's method (method of tangents). If /' (x) and f" (x) ^ for

a^x^b, where f(a)f(b)<0, f(a)f'(a)>Q, then the successive approxima-
tions *

rt (rt
= 0, 1, 2, ...) to the root of an equation f(x)=Q are computed

from the formulas

(3)

Under the given assumptions, the sequence xn (n = 1, 2, ...) is mono-
tonic and

lim * = .

n -> oo

To evaluate the errors we can use the formula

where u,= min \f'(x)\.
a < x < b

For practical purposes it is more convenient to use the simpler formulas

xQ
= a, * =*_, a/^.,) i/i

= l, 2, ...), (3')

where a= ., ,
which yield the same accuracy as formulas (3).

If f(b)f"(b)>Q, then in formulas (3) and (3') we should put x = &.

4. Iterative method. Let the yiven equation be reduced to the form

*= <PM, (4)

where \y' (x)\*^r< 1 (r is constant) for a ^x^b. Proceeding from the ini-

tial value *
,
winch belongs 4o the interval [a, b], we build a sequence of

numbers xlt x2 , ... according to the following law:

If a<jcrt <6 (n = l, 2, ...), then the limit

is the on/r/ roo/ of equation (4) on the interval [a, 6]; that is, xn are succes-

sive approximations to the root |.

The evaluation of the absolute error of the nth approximation to xn is

given by the formula

it_ y \ ^- *
xn + l

xn I

IS xn I ^s
j _ r

Therefore, if xn and xn + l
coincide to within E, then the limiting absolute

error for xn will be -r -
.

In order to transform equation f(x) Q to (4), we replace the latter with
an equivalent equation

where the number A, ^ is chosen so that the function -7- [x Kf (x)]
= 1 Kf

f
(jc)
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should be small in absolute value in the neighbourhood of the point * (for

example, we can put 1 X/'(x )=0].
Example 1. Reduce the equation 2x Inx 4=0 to the form (4) for the

initial approximation to the root * = 2.5.

Solution. Here, /(x) = 2x In * 4; /'(jc)
=2-~. We write the equiva-

lent equation x= x k(2x \nx 4) and take 0.5 as one of the suitable

values of A,; this number is close to the root of the equation

|l_ A,( 2- ^ I =0, that is, close to r^O.6.
| \ X ] U= 2.5 1 .6

The initial equation is reduced to the form

x= x 0.5 (2x Inx 4)
or

Example 2. Compute, to two decimal places, the root \ of the preceeding
equation that lies between 2 and 3.

Computing the root by th iterative method. We make use of the result

of Example 1, putting x
?
= 2.5. We carry out the calculations using formulas

(5) with one reserve decimal.

*f
= 2 + y In2.458ss2.450,

*,
= 2 + 4- In 2.450 ^2. 448,

2

*4= 2 + ~ln2. 448=^2. 448.

And so 1^:2 45 (we can stop here since the third decimal place has
Become fixed)

Let us npw evaluate the error. Here,

(p(*)
= 2+~lnx and

<P'(*)=^..

Considering that all approximations to xn lie in the interval [2.4, 2.5], we
get

Hence, the limiting absolute error in the approximation to x9 is, by virtue
of the remark made above,

A==
^-^-=0.0012 ^=0.001.

Thus, the exact root g of the equation lies within the limits

2 447 < g < 2.449;

we can take g^2.45, and all the decimals of this approximate number will
be correct in the narrow sense.
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Calculating the root by Newton's method. Here,

On the interval 2 <x<3 we have: /' (x) > and f (x) > 0; /(2)f(3)<0;
(3)>0.
e take

/(3)f (3)>0. Hence, the conditions of 3 for * = 3 are fulfilled.

We

We carry out the calculations using formulas (3') with two reserve decimals:

jtj^S 0.6(2-3 In 3 4)
= 2 4592;

*,= 2. 4592 0.6(2-2 4592 In 2 4592 4) = 2 4481;

*, = 2.4481 0.6(2-2.4481 In 2. 4481 4) = 2. 4477;

*4= 2. 4477 0.6(2-2 4477 In2. 4477 4) = 2 4475.

At this stage we stop the calculations, since the third decimal place
does not change any more. The answer is: the root, = 2. 45. We omit the

evaluation o! the error;

5. The case of a system of two equations. Let it be required to calcu-

late the real roots of a system of two equations in two unknowns (to a given
degree of accuracy):

f(*. 0=0, ,

6
.

and let there be an initial approximation to one of the solutions (|, r\) of

this system Jt= xot y = yQ .

This initial approximation may be obtained, for example, graphically,

by plotting (in the same Cartesian coordinate system) the curves f(x, #)
and tp (x, #) = and by determining the coordinates of the points of inter-

section of these curves.

a) Newton's method. Let us suppose that the functional determinant

dtf.jp)

d(x,y)

does not vanish near the initial approximation xxQ1 y= y . Then by New-
ton's method the first approximate solution to the system (6) has the form

x,
= x + a ,

j/,

=
f/ +P where a , P O

are the solution of the system of two.

linear equations

The second approximation is obtained in the very same way:

*,= *!+<*!, ^1
= ^1+ Pi,

where ap $ v
are the solution of the system of linear equations

Similarly we obtain the third and succeeding approximations.
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b) Iterative method. We can also apply the iterative method to solving
the system of equations (6), by transforming this system to an equivalent one

(
*= F(x.y).

\ y= (D(*, y)
(f)

and assuming thai

|F>.y)| + |0;<x t 0)|<r<l; \F'y (x, y)\ + \<S>v (x. #|<r< 1 (8)

in some two-dimensional neighbourhood U of the initial approximation (* , yQ ) t

which neighbourhood also contains the exact solution (, rj)
of the system.

The sequence of approximations (xn , yn ) (
=

1, 2, ...), which converges
to the solution ol the system (7) or, what is the same thing, to the solution
x>f (6), is constructed according to the following law:

= F(xt , yz ) t */,-c

If all (*, yn ) belong to U
% then lim * = , lim yn =i\.

n -+ oo n - oo

The following technique is advised for transforming the system of equa*
tions (6) to (7) with condition (8) observed. We consider the system of

equations

( a/ (x.

which is equivalent to (6) provided that
a.

Y.

, y)^F(x t y),

0. Rewrite it in the form

Choose the parameters a, p, y, & such that the partial derivatives of the
functions F(v, y) -jnd O (x, y} will be equal or close to zero in the initial

approximation;
in other words, we find a, fi, Y. o as approximate solutions

of the system of equations

,v , t/ )
= 0,

Condition (8) will be observed in such a choice of parameters a, P, Y
on the assumption that the partial derivatives of the functions / (x, y) and
<p(A, y) do not vary very rapidly in the neighbourhood of the initial approx-
imation (XQ , // ).

Example 3. Reduce to the form (7) the system of equations

given the initial approximation to the root * = 0.8, = 0.55.



J a(*
2 + //

2-l) + p(*'-i/)-0, /la, pi \

\ Yl*
2+ 2

-0-i-a(*'-</)=0 VI Y. *l /
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Solution. Here, f (x t y)-=x* +y*\ t q> (x, y)=x'-y-t fx (x i/c)
= 1.6,

fv (x* y )
= 1.1; <P* (*<>. 0o)

= 1-92,
<fy(*

, y )
= 1.

Write down the system (that is equivalent to the initial one)

in the form

For suitable numerical values of a, p, Y anc* ^ choose the solution of the

system of equations
1 + 1.60+1.920 = 0,

l.la p-0,
1.6Y + 1.925 = 0,

1 + 1. lY 6 = 0;

i. e., we put a =^0.3, p ^r 0.3, y^ 0.5, b^QA.
Then the system of equations

i x= x 0.3(^
2 + r/

2
1) 0.3(A- y),

\ y = y 0.5 (*
2
-{-#

2
1) + 04 (x*y) t

which is equivalent to the initial system, has the form (7); and in a suffi-

ciently small neighbourhood of the point (xQt yQ ) condition (8) will be fulfilled.

Isolate the real roots of the equations by trial and error, and

by means of the rule of proportional parts compute them to two
decimal places.

3138. X s- x -\ 1-0.
3139. *4 + 05* 1.55 = 0.

3140. x8 4* -1--0.

Proceeding from the graphically found initial approximations,
use Newton's method to compute the real roots of the equations
to two decimal places:

3141. JC _2jc 5-0. 3143. 2
x = 4x.

3142. 2x In* 4 = 0. 3144. logjc=y.

Utilizing the graphically found initial approximations, use the

iterative method to compute the real roots of the equations to

two decimal places:
3145. x'-5.*M 0.1=0. 3147. jc

8 x 2 = 0.

3146. 4* = cos*.

Find graphically the initial approximations and compute the

real roots of the equations and systems to two decimals:

3148. A:' 3* -(-1=0. 3151. x- In* 14 = 0.

3149. *8 2*2

+ 3* 5 = 0. 3152. x
8 +3* 0.5 = 0.

3150. *4 +*2
2* 2 = 0. 3153. 4* 7sin* = 0.
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3154. x* + 2x 6 = 0. ( x* + y 4 = 0,

3155. e* + e-
8 * 4 = 0.

157 '

\ y \Qgx-l =0.

3156.
' " "Lff ~~ ~~

3158. Compute to three decimals the smallest positive root of

the equation tan jc = jc.

3159. Compute the roots of the equation x-tanh x=l to four

decimal places.

Sec. 4. Numerical Integration of Functions

1. Trapezoidal formula. For the approximate evaluation of the integral

b

If (x) is a function continuous on [a, b]] we divide the interval of integration

[a, b] into n equal parts and choose the interval of calculations h==- .

Let Xi
= xQ+ ih (x a, xn= b, / 0, 1, 2, ..., n) be the abscissas of the par-

tition points, and let
// /(*/) be the corresponding values of the integrand

y f(x). Then the trapezoidal formula yields

a

with an absolute error of

where M 2
= max

| f (x) \

when
To attain* the specified accuracy e when evaluating the integral, the in-

terval h is found from the inequality

That is, h must be of the order of V^e . The value of h obtained is rounded
off to the smaller value so that

b
a==

h
~~ n

should be an integer; this is what gives us the number of partitions n.

Having established h and n from (1), we compute the integral by taking the
values of the integrand with one or two reserve decimal places.

2. Simpson's formula (parabolic formula). If n is an even number, then
in the notation of 1 Simpson's formula
b

h
Q- K#o+ #n) + 4 (y\ + #3+.. +yn -\) +

+0n-2)l (3)
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holds with an absolute error of

(4)

where M 4
= max

| /
!

(x) \
when

To ensure the specified accuracy e when evaluating the integral, the
interval of calculations h is determined from the inequality

(5)

That is, the interval h is of the order
J/JF,

The number h is rounded off

to the smaller value so that n is an even integer.

Remark. Since, generally speaking, it is difficult to determine the inter-

val h and the number n associated with it from the inequalities (2) and (5),
in practical work h is determined in the form of a rough estimate. Then,
after the result is obtained, the number n is doubled; that is, h is halved.
If the new result coincides with the earlier one to the number of decimal

places that we retain, then the calculations are stopped, otherwise the pro-
cedure is repeated, etc.

For an approximate calculation of the absolute error R of Simpson's
quadrature formula (3), use can also be made of the Range principle, accord-

ing to which

where 2 and S are the results of calculations from formula (3) with interval

h and // = 2/i, respectively.

3160. Under the action of a variable force F directed along
the x-axis, a material point is made to move along the x-axis

from x= to x = 4. Approximate the work A of a force F if a

table is given of the values of its modulus F:

Carry out the calculations by the trapezoidal formula and by
the Simpson formula.

i

3161. Approximate J (3*
2

4x)dx by the trapezoidal formula

putting rt=10. Evaluate this integral exactly and find the abso-

lute and relative errors of the result. Establish the upper limit A
of absolute error in calculating for n=10, utilizing the error

formula given in the text.
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i

3162. Using the Simpson formula, calculate V
*

.

*
to four

J * r *

o

decimal places, taking n== 10. Establish the upper limit A of abso-

lute error, using the error Formula given in the text.

Calculate the following definite integrals to two decimals:

3,63. Ife. 3,68. (-!<,.
1 Jl

3164. C -~. 3169.

-
317 -

>

2

3166. [x\ogxdx. Q | 7i fcos*
Jcos*

,

FT dX.
\+X

8187. ^ dr.
3172>

3173. Evaluate to two decimal places the improper integral

a PPlyinS the substitution ^
-7-- Verify the calculations

1 ft Jy

by applying Simpson's formula to the integral \ rr 2 , where b
+ QO J * ~r x

is chosen ,so that 2< 10
7^72

3174, A plane figure bounded by a half-wave of the sine curve

f/=sin^ and the *-axis is in rotation about the x-axis. Using the

Simpson formula, calculate the volume ot the solid of rotation
to two decimal places.

3175*. Using Simpson's formula, calculate to two decimal

places the length ot an arc of the ellipse y+ ^ 2
= 1 situated

in the first quadrant.

Sec. 5. Numerical Integration of Ordinary Differential Equations

1. A method of successive approximation (Picard's method). Let there
be given a first-order differential equation

y'^f(x.y) <1)

subject to the initial condition /
= # when x= * .
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The solution y (x) of (1), which satisfies the given initial condition, can,

generally speaking, be represented in the form

y(x)= lira yi (x) (2)
t -* 00

where the successive approximations *//(*) are determined from the formulas

y ,

X

(*)=#<>+ / (x. yt-i (*)) dx

If the right side f(x, y) is defined and continuous in the neighbourhood

R{ |x x
|

and satisfies, in this neighbourhood, the Lipschitz condition

\f(x, Vi)-f(x. i/JKJ-ltfi-tfil

(L is constant), then the process of successive approximation (2) definitely
converges in the interval

I* *

where ft= min(a, ^ ]
and Af= max|/U, y)\. And the error here is

/? \ M / /?

)
- yn W \<ML*

~ 1

The method of successive approximation (PicarcTs method) is also appli-
cable, with slight modifications, to normal systems of differential equations.
Differential equations of higher orders may be written in the form of systems
of differential equations.

2. The Runge-Kutta method. Let it be required, on a given interval

, to find the solution y (x) of (1) to a specified degree of accuracy e.

To do this, we choose the interval of calculations /i= by dividing

the interval [* , X] into n equal parts so that h* < e. The partition points

Xf are determined from the formula

X|
= x +M (i=0, 1, 2, ..., n).

By the Runge-Kutta method, the corresponding values
/;
=

(/ (x/) of the desired
function are successively computed from the formulas

1 3 1900
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where

f =0, 1, 2, ..., n and

(3)

*i" =/(*/+ A,,

To check the correct choice of the interval h it is advisable to verify
the quantity

e=

The fraction 6 should amount to a few hundredths, otherwise h has to be
reduced.

The Runge-Kutta method is accurate to the order of h 1
. A rough estimate

of the error of the Runge-Kutta method on the given interval [x , X] may
be obtained by proceeding from the Runge principle:

n I y*m Urn IR
15

'

where /i = 2m, y2m and ym are the results of calculations using the scheme (3)
with interval h and interval 2/i.

The Runge-Kutta method is also applicable for solving systems of diffe-

rential equations

y' = f(x, y> z). *' = <p(x, y, z) (4)

with given initial conditions /
=

t/ , z = 2 when x x .

3. Milne's method. To solve (1) by the Milne method, subject to the
initial conditions y=^y when X= XQ ,

we in some way find the successive
values

yi=y(*i), y=0(*i). / =*/(*)

of the desired function y (x) [for instance, one can expand the solution y (x)
in a series (Ch. IX, Sec. 17) or find these values by the method of successive

approximation^or by using the Runge-Kutta method, and so forth]. The ap-

proximations y t
and y] for the following values of r/ t

- (i=4, 5, ..., n) are

successively found from the formulas

*= = +~(7"

\vhere fi
= f(x it y^ and7i= /(*i, Hi)- To check we calculate the quantity

(6)
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If e/ does not exceed the unit of the last decimal \(y m retained in the

answer for y (x), then for f/ t

- we take I// and calculate the next value y/ + 1 ,

repeating the process. But if e/ > 10~ w
,
then one has to start from the be-

ginning and reduce the interval of calculations. The magnitude of the initial

interval is determined approximately from the inequality h4 < 10~ m .

For the case of a solution of the system (4), the Milne formulas are
written separately for the functions y (x) and z (x). The order of calculations
remains the same.

Example 1. Given a differential equation */'=*/ x with the initial con-
dition y(0)=1.5. Calculate to two decimal places the value of the solution
of this equation when the argument is x 1.5. Carry out the calculations

by a combined Runge-Kutta and Milne method.
Solution. We choose the initial interval h from the condition /r*<0.01.

To avoid involved writing, let us take h 0.25. Then the entire interval of

integration from x to jc=1.5 is divided into six equal parts of length
0.25 by means of points x

f (i
= 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6); we denote by y f

and y^
the corresponding values of the solution y and the derivative y' .

We calculate the first three values of y (not counting the initial one) by
the Runge-Kutta method [from formulas (3)]; the remaining three values

1/4. */s y& we calculate by the Milne method [from formulas (5)]
The value of // fl

will obviously be the answer to the problem.
We carry out the calculations with two reserve decimals according to a

definite scheme consisting of two sequential Tables 1 and 2. At the end of

Table 2 we obtain the answer.

Calculating the value y r Here, / (x, */)
= # + #, x =^0, // =1.5

/i = 0.25. A^ =i (*<

= 4- (0.3750 + 2-0. 3906+ 2.0.3926 + 0.4106) ==0. 3920;
D

(

,

0) = / (*o. 0o) h =
( 0+ 1 .5000)0.25-0.3730;

/ / fc
(0)

\

*(> = /
(
Xo + ~ , + -y- j

/i = (- 0.125+1.5000 + 0.1875) 0.25= 0.3906;

/ h & (0)
\

*i
)=s=n *o+y. 0o+ -|-)

^=(0 125+1.5000 + 0.1953)0.25 = 0.3926;

^= ( 0.25+1.5000 + 0.3926)0.25 = 0.4106;

= 1.5000+ 0.3920 =1.8920 (the first three decimals in tins

approximate number are guaranteed).
Let us check:

6 = _ |0.3906Q.3926|_ 20

10.37500.39061"" 156
.1= 0. 13.

By this criterion, the interval h that we chose was rather rough.
Similarly we calculate the values yt and y9 . The results are tabulated

in Table 1.

13*
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Table 1. Calculating^,, jr2 , y9 by the Runge-Kutta Method.

f(x, y) =

Calculating the value of jf4 . We have: f(x, y) =
j/ =1. 5000, r/,

= 1.8920, yt
= 2.3243,

^=1.5000, ^'
= 1.6420, ^=1.8243,

Applying formulas (5), we find

= 02 + ^(01

y, /z= 0.25,

,== 2.8084;

= 2.0584.

4 A OK
= 1.5000 +-^ (2- 1.6420-1.8243+ 2. 2.0584) = 3.3588;

1+3.3588= 2.3588;

h y't)
= 2.3243+^ (2.3588+ 4- 2.0584+ 1 .8243)= 3.3590;

. ' 3.3588-3.3590
1

hence, there is no need to reconsider the interval of calculations.
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We obtain i/4
= y4= 3.3590 (in this approximate number the first three

decimals are guaranteed).

Similarly we calculate the values of y^ and y^. The results are given in

Table 2.

Thus, we finally have

y (1.5) = 4.74.

4. Adams' method. To solve (1) by the Adams method on the basis of

the initial data */(x
g
)
=

/o we in some way find the following three values
of the desired function y (x):

[these three values may be obtained, for instance, by expanding y (x) in a

power series (Ch IX, Sec. 16), or they may be found by the method of suc-

cessive approximation (1), or by applying the Runge-Kutta method (2)
and so forth].

With the help of the numbers XQ , xit *2 , xt and */ . y lt yzt ys we calcu-

late </ , q lt q 2 , ?, where

2
= h y'2

= hf (x2 , //2), qs
= hy'3

= hf (x,,

We then form a diagonal table of the finite differences of q:

I/O

f/2

V'=f(x, y)

i/5
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The Adams method consists in continuing the diagonal table of differen-

ces with the aid of the Adams formula

Thus, utilizing the numbers </ 8 , A<7 2 ,
A2

?,, A8
</ situated diagonally in

Hhe difference table, we calculate, by means of formula (7) and putting n-- 3
i e o

in it, A#, = <7,+ -- A? 2+ -r^ A
2
<7,+ A*<7 . After finding A//,, we calculate

IZ O

#4 */3+ A*/8 - And when we know *4 and #4 , we calculate q^~hf(x^ f/4),

introduce */4 , A#8
and </4 into the difference table and then fill into it the

finite differences A</,, A 2
^2 ,

A3
<7,, which are situated (together with 4 ) along

a new diagonal parallel to the first one.

Then, utilizing the numbers of the new diagonal, we use formula (8)

(putting n = 4 in it) to calculate A//4 , */R
and qt and obtain the next diagonal:

ft, A^4 , A2
<7,, A*<72 . Using this diagonal we calculate the value of */6

of the

desired solution y(x), and so forth.

The Adams formula (7) for calculating by proceeds from the assumption
that the third finite differences A3

</ are constant. Accordingly, the quantity h
of the initial interval of calculations is determined from the inequality
/t
4 <10~m [if we wish to obtain the value of y (x) to an accuracy ofW m

].

In this sense the Adams formula (7) is equivalent to the formulas of

Milne (5) and Runge-Kutta (3).

Evaluation of the error for the Adams method is complicated and for

practical purposes is useless, since in the general case it yields results with
considerable excess. In actual practice, we follow the course of the third

finite differences, choosing the interval h so small that the adjacent diffe-

rences A8

<7f
and A*</; +1 differ by not more than one or two units of the given

decimal place (not counting reserve desimals).
To increase the accuracy of the result, Adams' formula maybe extended

by terms containing fourth and higher differences of q, in which case there

is an increase in the number of first values of the function y that are needed
when we first fill in the table. We shall not here give the Adams formula
for higher accuracy.

Example 2. Using the combined Runge-Kutta and Adams method, calcu-

late to two decimal places (when #1.5) the value of the solution of the
differential equation y'y x with the initial condition f/(0) 1.5 (see

Example 1).

Solution. We use the values ylt yz , //, that we obtained in the solution
of Example 1. Their calculation is given in Table 1.

We calculate the subsequent values //4 , f/5 , #6 by the Adams method (see
Tables 3 and 4).

The answer to the problem is #4
= 4.74.

For solving system (4), the Adams formula (7) and the calculation scheme
shown in Table 3 are applied separately for both functions y(x) and z(x).

Find three successive approximations to the solutions of the
differential equations and systems indicated below.

3176. y'=jf+y*\ y(Q) = Q.

3177. y' = x+ y + 2, z' = y-z\ f/(0)=l, z(0) = -2.
3178. */"

= -#; y(0) = 0, y'(0)=l.





Table 3. Basic Table for Calculating y4 , yg , y^ by the Adams Method.

/(*, </)
= -* + */; fc = 0.25

(Italicised figures are input data)

Answer: 4.74

Table -1 Auxiliary Table for Calculating by the Adams Method153
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Putting the interval /i= 0.2, use the Runge-Kutta method to

calculate approximately the solutions of the given differential

equations and systems for the indicated intervals:

3179. 0'
= x; 0(0) = 1.5 (

3180. 0' = | 0'; 0(1) = 1 (Kx<2).
3181. y'=*z+ 1. z'=0 x, 0(0) = 1, z(0) = l (0<x<l).
Applying a combined Runge-Kutta and Milne method or

Runge-Kutta and Adams method, calculate to two decimal places
the solutions to the differential equations and systems indicated

below for the indicated values of the argument;
3182. 0'=x+0; 0=1 when x=--0. Compute y when x = 0.5.

3183. 0'
= x* + 0; 0=1 when x = 0. Compute y when x=l.

3184. 0'
= 20 3; 0=1 when x = 0. Compute when x= 0.5.

3185. J0'
= x + 20+z,

I z' = x + 20 + 3z; = 2, z = 2 when x = 0.

Compute y and z when x = 0.5.

3186. f0' = 30 z,

)2r'=y z; y = 2, z = 1 when x = 0.

Compute and z when A: = 0.5.

3187. 0*
= 2 0;

= 2, 0' = 1 when x = 0.

Compute when x=l.
3188. 0V +1=0; 0=1, 0'

= when jc=l.

Compute y when A: =1.5.

3189. ^2 + |-cos2/
= 0; x= Q, Jc' = l when f=-0.

Find A:(JI) and x' (n).

Sec. 6. Approximating Fourier Coefficients

Twelve-ordinate scheme. Let yn ~f(xn) (n = 0, 1, ..., 12) be the values

the function y f(x) at equidist

and yQ -f/12 We set up the tables:

of the function y f(x) at equidistant points xn= - of the interval lU,2ji],

Sums (2j)
Differences (A)

y* y\ yz y* y*

yu y\9 y> y*

Iu
Q u

l
uz

U* U 6 M 4

Sums
Diilerences

s s
l

s2 s, Sums
t t v t Differences
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The Fourier coefficients an ,
bn (n= 0, 1, 2, 3) of the function y= f(x)

may be determined approximately from the formulas:

a 2
= s s,+ 0.5(s, s2),

6
t
= 0.50! + 0.866a2 + a8 ,

&,
= 0.866 (1, + *,),

&
8
=

a, a8 ,

(1)

where 0.866=

We have

.
10 30

'

f(x) zz + (an cos nx+ bn sin nx).

Other schemes are also used. Calculations are simplified by the use of

patterns.
Example. Find the Fourier polynomial for the function y= f(x)

represented by the table

From formulas (1) we have

= 9.7; a,
= 24.9; 2 =i0.3; aa

= 3.8;

6,
= 13.9; 62

= 8.4; 6,= 0.8.

Consequently,

/ (x) ^ 4.8+ (24.9 cos x + 13.9 sin x) + (10.3 cos2x 8.4 sin 2x) +
+ (3. 8 cos 3*+ 0.8 sin 3x).

Using the 12-ordinate scheme, find the Fourier polynomials
for the following functions defined in the interval (0,2:rc) by the
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tables of their values that correspond to the equidistant values

of the argument.
. 3190. </

= 7200 #,
= 4300

/,
= 7400 0,

= 7600

4
=

y,
=- 2250

</,
= 4500

yt
= 5200 yg

= 3850 ^, = 250

3191. y =
y,
= 9.72 y,

= 7.42 y. =5.60

y,
= 6.68

f/4
= 8.97 y,

= 6.81 /10 =4.88

t/,
= 9.68 y,

= 8.18 </8
= 6.22 /n =3.67

3192. J/
- 2.714 t/s

= 1.273 y,
= 0.370 y, =-0.357

y,
= 3.042 y4

= 0.788 y, = 0.540 #,
= 0.437

/2
= 2.134 y s

= 0.495 y,
= 0.191 t/n = 0.767

3193. Using the 12-ordinate scheme, evaluate the first several
Fourier coefficients for the following functions:

a) f(x) = (x>


